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A new hybrid distance space-real space method for determining three-dimensional structures of proteins on the basis
of interproton distance restraints is presented. It involves the following steps: (i) the approximate polypeptide fold is obtained by generating a set of substructures comprising only a small subset of atoms by projection from multi-dimensional
distance space into three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space using a procedure known as ‘embedding’; (ii) all remaining atoms are then added by best fitting extended amino acids one residue at a time to the substructures; (iii) the resulting
structures are used as the starting point for real space dynamical simulated annealing calculations. The latter involve
heating the system to a high temperature followed by slow cooling in order to overcome potential barriers along the
pathway towards the global minimum region. This is carried out by solving Newton’s equations of motion. Unlike conventional restrained molecular dynamics, however, the non-bonded interactions are represented by a simple van der
Waals repulsion term. The method is illustrated by calculations on crambin (46 residues) and the globular domain of
histone H5 (79 residues). It is shown that the hybrid method is more efficient computationally and samples a larger region
of conformational space consistent with the experimental data than full metric matrix distance geometry calculations
alone, particularly for large systems.
Three-dimensional structure; Interproton distance; Nuclear Overhauser effect; Distance space; Real space; Distance geometry;
Dynamical simulated annealing

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of a whole array of twodimensional NMR techniques [l], it has become
possible to obtain virtually complete resonance
assignments as well as a large number of interproton
distance restraints
for small (< 100
residues) proteins (reviews [2,3]). The latter form
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the basis for determining the three-dimensional
structures of proteins in solution. To date two
general classes of methods have been proposed for
tackling of this problem. The first can be termed
real space methods. These include restrained leastsquares minimization in torsion angle space with
either a variable target function [4] or a sequence
of ellipsoids of constantly decreasing volume, each
of which contains the minimum of the target function [5], and restrained molecular dynamics
[6-lo]. Because these methods operate in real
space, great care has to be taken to ensure that incorrect folding of the polypeptide chain does not
occur. In contrast, the folding problem does not
exist in the second class of methods which operates
in distance space and is generally referred to as
metric matrix distance geometry [l l-171. Here,
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the coordinates of the calculated structure are
generated by a projection from N(N - 1)/2 dimensional distance space (N, number of atoms) into
three-dimensional coordinate space by a procedure
known as embedding. As the distances, however,
do not define the chirality of the structure, mirror
images (local or global) of the correct structure can
occur. In general, these can be easily rejected as the
chirality of single amino acids (L) and helices
(right-handed) is known. Nevertheless, distance
space methods have a number of drawbacks: in
particular, (i) inefficient sampling of the available
conformational space [18-241; (ii) long computational times required for the embedding of all
atoms into three-dimensional space, which rise
very rapidly as the size of the molecule increases
[13]; and (iii) relatively poor stereochemistry of the
final structures, particularly in terms of nonbonded contacts [ 18-231.
In this paper, we suggest a new and efficient approach based on a combination of distance and
real space methods. Instead of folding the
polypeptide chain from an extended strand, a
substructure comprising only a subset of atoms is
generated by a distance space method, and used as
the starting point for subsequent real space
calculations. The real space calculations involve
the application of a powerful method, termed
dynamical simulated annealing, which efficiently
overcomes potential energy barriers on the path to
the global minimum region by raising the
temperature of the system initially followed by
slow cooling. Thus, it is similar in spirit to highrestrained
molecular
dynamics
temperature
[6,8,25,26]. In contrast to restrained molecular
dynamics calculations, we use purely geometric
restraints and the non-bonded interactions are
represented by a simple repulsion term. The latter
replaces the dihedral, van der Waals, electrostatic
and hydrogen-bonding potentials of the empirical
in conventional
molecular
energy
function
dynamics. Two examples are used to illustrate the
method: crambin and the globular domain of
histone H5 (GH5) which have 46 and 79 residues,
respectively. It is shown that the hybrid approach
is significantly faster (by a factor of two in the case
of GHS), samples a larger region of conformational space and produces higher quality structures
than metric matrix distance geometry calculations
alone.
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2. METHODOLOGY
STRATEGY

AND CALCULATIONAL

The projection from high-dimensional distance space to
three-dimensional coordinate space with the metric matrix
distance geometry program DISGEO [14,16] is carried out in
four phases. In phase 1, a complete set of bounds on the
distances between all atoms of the molecule is determined by
triangulation from the experimental restraints and from the
distance and planarity restraints obtained from the primary
structure. The latter consist of assumed exact distances between
all covalently bonded and geminal pairs of atoms, as well as
lower limits on the distances between all pairs of atoms more
than three bonds apart which are assumed to be no smaller than
the sum of the hard-sphere van der Waals radii. The complete
set of distance bounds is then subjected to a procedure known
as bound smoothing which involves the selection of the smallest
possible intervals between lower and upper bounds consistent
with the triangle inequalities. Phase 1 takes a few minutes of
CPU time and has to be performed only once for a given set of
experimental data. In phase 2 a subset of atoms is embedded
(e.g. N, C, CW, C”, non-terminal Cr and C’, and a
pseudoatom for the aromatic rings). The resulting substructure
is subjected to conjugate gradient minimization, similar to that
in phase 4 below. The distances between the atoms in the
substructure are then relaxed and included as additional
distance constraints for the embedding of all atoms in phase 3.
As bouhd smoothing is performed for every single distance
chosen within its allowed limits, the third phase is very timeconsuming. Phase 2, on the other hand, only takes a few
minutes of CPU time per substructure as it does not require the
time-consuming checking of triangle inequalities. Phase 3 is
then usually followed by a conventional conjugate gradient
minimization of a target function which contains terms for
bond lengths, angles, planes, chirality and NOE-distance
restrains (phase 4).
The basis of simulated annealing involves raising the
temperature of the system followed by slow cooling in order to
overcome local minima and locate the global minimum region
of the target function. In the original description of simulated
annealing [27], the Metropolis algorithm [28] was used to
simulate a system at a temperature T. In our application we
make use of an integration algorithm to solve Newton’s equations of motion in an analogous fashion to that used in
molecular dynamics [29].
The total target function & for which the global minimum
region is searched comprises the following terms:
Ftot = &tic,,

+ &pet +

FNOE

(1)

Fro, represents the effective potential

energy in the dynamics
calculation. This involves integration of Newton’s equations of
motion:

a2Xi
-=
at2

- ;,

;,
,,

Ftti(X~,Xt,...,Xn)

(2)

for all n atoms of the system. Thus, the temperature Tat a time
t is given by:
T, =z

(2 md/2h
ka(3fl - 6) i=’

(3)
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Fcwdent maintains correct bond lengths, angles, planes and
chirality, and is given by

Experimental

(4)

distance

restraints

Cwelenfretfy

Matrix of distance

bounds between

1

all atom pairs

The force constants of the energy terms for bonds (kb), angles
(ke), improper torsions (b) and w peptide bond dihedral angles
are set to uniform high values to ensure near perfect
stereochemistry of the single amino acid residues throughout
values
being
the
respective
the
calculation,
500, 500 and 200 kcal-mol-‘.rad-*.
600 kcal*mol-‘.A-*,
(Note that the peptide bond is assumed to be planar and trans,
and that the improper torsion terms serve to maintain appropriate planarity and chirality.) There are no terms for the
other dihedral angles at rotatable bonds as these effectively
represent a non-bonded interaction.
The non-bonded interactions are described by a single repulsion term, Frrpel,with a variable force constant kvdw,to prevent
unduly close non-bonded contacts:

I

Best fit of residues with all atoms in extended

conformation

I

c
200 steps unrestrained

minimization

c
50 Cycles of 0.075 ps dynamics at 1000 K
k N(JE
is increased fast. k “dW
SlOWly

The values of rmrnare the standard values of the van der Waals
radii as represented by the Lennard-Jones potential used in the
CHARMM empirical energy function [29]. s is set to 0.8 in the
present calculations. The resulting hard-sphere radii are similar
to those used in the various distance geometry programs

L4959161.

y

1
200 steps restrained

minimization

The NOE distance restraints are represented by a square-well
potential with the variable force constant kNoE [18]:
cccc

kNoe(rij- rij”)*, if t’ij > rijU
E NOE

SA structures
=

0

,

if

rij’

[ kNo&j - r$)* , if rij

S

rij

5

rij’

(6)

C rij’

where ro” and ru’ are the values of upper and lower limits of the
target distances, respectively.
The calculational strategy employed is illustrated by the flow
chart in fig.1. First, a set of DISGEO [16] substructures (known
collectively as (Sub)) is generated with the subset of atoms
listed above. All subsequent calculations are carried out with
the program
XPLOR
(Briinger,
A.T.,
unpublished;
[6,9,25,26]). Amino acids in an extended conformation (# =
- 120”. + = 120°,xi = 180’) are first best fitted to the substructures residue by residue. 200 cycles of unrestrained (i.e. no NOE
potential) Powell minimixation with a very low force constant
(kvdw = 0.01 kcal*mol-’ .A-*) on the van der Waals repulsion
term are then carried out to improve the covalent geometry
prior to dynamical simulated annealing. The annealing schedule
is carried out in two steps. Step 1 comprises 50 cycles of 75 fs
dynamics each. The initial velocities are chosen from a Maxwell
distribution at 1000 K. After each cycle the velocities are rescaled to 1000 K. During the first few cycles the value of force
constant kNoE is doubled at the beginning of each new cycle
from an initial value of 0.1 to a maximum value of
50 kcal.mol-’ -A-*. To make rearrangements possible the in-

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the strategy used in the hybrid distance
geometry-dynamical simulated annealing calculations.
itial value of kvdwis very low (0.01 kcal. mol-’ .A-*). This is increased slowly by multiplying its value by a factor of 400”so
prior to each cycle up to a final value of 4 kcal.mol-’ .A-*.
These relative values of the force constants are somewhat arbitrary. They do, however, maintain nearly perfect covalent
geometry of the structure, and ensure that no close contacts occur and that the NOE restraints are effectively introduced and
satisfied. Step 2 of the simulated annealing schedule consists of
1.5 ps dynamics at 300 K with values of the force constants
kNoEand krdwequal to their final vahres at the end of step 1.
This is followed by 200 cycles of restrained Powell
minimization.
It is intuitively evident that raising the force constants has a
similar effect to lowering the temperature. If all potentials were
to be harmonic and all force constants were to be changed at the
same rate, they would be shown to be exactly equivalent.
Changing the force constants rather than the temperature,
however, is more convenient as a variable step integrator is not
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required and the values of the various force constants can be
altered differentially. Thus, increasing the force constant of
FNoE faster than that of F,,.I proved to be more efficient than
changing both at the same rate.

3. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
CRAMBIN AND GH5

ON

The results of the calculations on crambin and
GHS are summarized in tables 1,2 and fig.2. The
same sets of NOE distances were employed as in
our previous calculations [8,21]. In the case of
crambin the NOE data set consisted of 240 inter-

March

proton distances derived from the crystal structure
[30]; for GHS it comprised the 307 interproton
distances derived from NOE measurements [21].
The distances were classified into three distance
ranges, 1.8-2.7, 1.8-3.3 and 1.8-5.0 A, corresponding to strong, medium and weak NOES
[3 11. Distances to methyl, methylene and aromatic
ring
protons
that
were
not
assigned
stereospecifically were calculated with respect to
the average position of these protons and the upper
limits of the corresponding restraints were corrected appropriately as described in [32]. In the

Table 1
NOE deviations, violations and energies, deviations of covalent geometry from ideality and van der Waals energies”
NOEb
RMS
(A)
Crambin
(Sub)
(SA)
(DC)
ZK
(SA)r
X-rayd
GHS
(Sub)
(SA)
(DC)
m
(m)r

Violation

Deviations from ideality
Bonds

Angles

(kcal .
mol-‘)

t-4

(“1

FNOE

Van der Waals
eneraies’
(kcal . mol-‘)

Impropers

(“1
&per

EL-I

> 106

1.15
+ 0.18
0.06
f 0.01
0.14
f 0.04
0.08
0.04
0

74
*9
0.2
f 0.4
1.9
* 0.2
1
0
0

10012
f 3166
24
+9
3126
f 2326
46
9
0

0.013
+ 0.003
0.006
+ 0.001
0.017
+ 0.001
0.428
0.005
0.020

2.45
+ 0.26
2.08
f 0.24
3.79
f 0.29
22.48
2.00
2.87

1.10
f 0.18
0.35
+ 0.10
0.15
+ 0.05
0.30
0.29
1.48

21.2
f 5.8
3.4
f 0.9
0.48
f 0.28
2.1
3.3
3.9

18428
f 3603
33
?z8
929
f 167
8382
29
438

1.12
f 0.13
0.14
f 0.02
0.57
f 0.06
0.12
0.10

94
&8
5
*2
50
+9
6
3

18462
f 4304
299
f 62
4850
+ 831
226
146

0.014
f 0.001
0.012
f 0.001
0.389
f 0.585
0.599
0.017

2.80
f 0.37
2.22
f 0.26
7.61
* 0.52
27.56
2.61

1.08
f 0.21
0.84
f 0.28
7.23
f 1.98
3.95
1.21

26.7
f 3.9
8.0
f 1.6
33.3
* 8.5
39.0
9.6

47527
f 7744
169
f 38
5846
f 763
114450
266

-113
+ 16
230
f 336
> 106
- 131
-213

>106
-100
* 19
17752
* 26323
>106
14

a Notation of structures: (Sub), converged substructures obtained from phase 2 of DISGEO, after best fitting of residues
and subsequent unrestrained minimisation (see text); (SA), converged structures produced by dynamical simulated
annealing starting from DISGEO substructures;
(DC), final converged structures obtained with DISGEO alone (from
--[33], for crambin; from [21] for GH5); SA, DC, Sub, mean structures obtained by averaging over the coordinates of
individual SA, DC, Sub structures, respectively; (m)r, structure obtained by restrained minimisation of the mean s
structure. There are 9 (Sub) and (SA) structures for crambin, and 10 for GHS; and 7 (DC) structures for crambin and
6 for GH5
b Interproton distance deviations calculated with respect to upper and lower limits of restraints. NOE violations: number
of distances for which the difference between target and calculated values is >0.5 A. NOE energy, FNOE,calculated with
a value of 50 kcal*mol-’ .A-’ for the force constant knoa (cf. eqn 6)
The van der Waals repulsion energy Frcpel(cf. eqn 5) calculated with values of 4 kcal.mol-’ .A-* and 0.8 for force
constant kvdw and the van der Waals radius scale factor s, respectively. EL-J, full Lennard-Jones van der Waals energy
calculated using the CHARMM empirical energy function [29]; it is not present in the target function for the dynamical
simulated annealing calculations
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Table 2
Atomic RMS distributions and shifts
RMS difference (A)
Backbone atoms
(N,Ca,C,O)
Crambin
(Sub) vs =
(SA) vs (Sub)
(SA) vs m
(DG) vs DG
(ZK)r vs s7i:
DG vs zi
(SA) vs X-ray
ZK vs X-ray
(ZK)r vs X-ray
DG vs X-ray
GH5
(Sub) vs Sub
(SA) vs (Sub)
(SA) vs =
(DG) vs DG
FTi vs (SA)r
Tx vs DG

All atoms

f 0.2
+ 0.4
f 0.3
It 0.1
0.5
1.1
1.6 f 0.2
1.0
1.1
1.3

3.6 f 0.3
1.7 f 0.3
1.8 f 0.1
1.1
1.7
2.4 + 0.2
1.7
1.9
2.1

1.3
4.0
3.1
2.1

5.1 f 0.3
3.8 f 0.3
2.8 + 0.7
2.1
3.4

1.4
2.6
1.2
1.2

* 0.1
+ 0.4
+ 0.3
* 0.4
1.4
2.6

Notation of structures as given in table 1

case of crambin 9 additional restraints for the three
disulphide bridges were also included in the
distance restraints list. 10 DISGEO substructures
were generated for crambin and 50 for GHS. The
coordinate generation was followed by 100 steps of
conjugate
gradient minimization.
9 crambin
substructures and 36 GHS substructures converged
to the correct polypeptide fold. The remaining
substructures were global mirror images. All 9 converged crambin substructures were subjected to
simulated annealing; for GH5, the 10 converged
substructures with the lowest value of the target
function after minimization of the substructures
were selected.
The quality of the calculated structures can be
assessed in a quantitative manner by examining the
deviations between the calculated and experimental interproton
distances, the deviations of
covalent geometry from ideality and the value of
the van der Waals repulsion term Frepei (table 1).
From these data it is clear that, in the case of the
substructures, deviations between the experimental
and calculated interproton distances are large and
the stereochemistry is poor (table l), although the
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overall polypeptide fold may be approximately
correct (table 2). Considerable improvements are
obtained by both dynamical simulated annealing
and full DISGEO (i.e. phases 3,4) calculations to
generate the (SA) and (DG) structures, respectively. In general, however, the final (SA) structures satisfy the NOE data better and display better
stereochemistry than the final (DG) ones (table 1).
This is particularly evident as the size of the protein increases (cf. GH5).
The mark of a good method is one that samples
efficiently the conformational
space consistent
with the experimental data. This has two consequences. The atomic RMS distribution of regions
that are poorly defined (either globally or locally)
by the experimental data should be increased,
while that of regions that are well defined by the
data should be reduced as the agreement between
the observed and calculated interproton distances
is improved. The atomic RMS distributions and
shifts of the structures before and after dynamical
simulated annealing are summarised in table 2, and
the backbone atomic RMS distribution of the individual SA structures about their mean as a function of residue number if shown in fig.2. GH5
contains an approximately equal mixture of welland poorly defined regions [21]. The atomic RMS
distributions of the GH5 substructures is approximately the same as those in the case of crambin
(table 2), despite the fact that the latter is only half
the size of the former and much better defined by
the data [8,21]. Thus, as noted in [24], the relatively inefficient sampling of the available conformafional space by metric matrix distance geometry
calculations is already present in the substructuregenerating phase. Although the atomic RMS
distribution for GH5 is increased by -50% after
full DISGEO calculations,
it is doubled by
dynamical simulated annealing (table 2). A similar
increase in atomic RMS distribution is also obtained after subjecting the (DG) structures to restrained molecular dynamics refinement [21]. In the case
of crambin, however, the overall structure is welldefined both locally and globally by the data. As
a result, the atomic RMS distributions of the final
crambin DG and SA structures are in fact slightly
smaller than that of the substructures (table 2).
A comparison with the X-ray structure in the
case of crambin enables one to assess the effects of
limitations ‘in the number, range (c 5 A) and ac321
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Fig.2. Backbone (N,C”,C,O) atomic RMS distributions of the individual SA structures about their mean %& structure for crambin
and GH5, and backbone atomic RMS difference between the individual crambin (SA) and restrained minimized average (m)r
structures, on the one hand, and the crambin X-ray structure, on the other. (0) Average RMS difference at each residue between the
individual SA structures and either the mean structure or X-ray structure; the bars represent the corresponding standard deviations.
(A) RMS difference between the crambin restrained minimized average structure (a)r and the crambin X-ray structure.

curacy of the interproton distance restraints on the
quality of the structure determination. The average
atomic RMS difference between the individual SA
structures and the X-ray structure is similar to that
for structures calculated by either full metric
matrix distance geometry (table 2; [33]) or restrained molecular dynamics [8]. In addition, as in the
case of other methods [8,33], the mean structure
SA, obtained by averaging the coordinates of the
individual SA structures best fitted to each other,
is closer to the X-ray structure than any of the in322

dividual SA structures (table 2 and fig.2). The
mean structure is of course poor in terms of
stereochemistry. This is easily corrected by subjecting it to restrained minimization to generate the
structure (SA)r (table 1). This procedure results in
atomic RMS shifts of I 1 A and only minimal
changes in the atomic RMS difference with respect
to the X-ray structure (table 2).
A further feature of the hybrid method is its apparent computational efficiency relative to that of
the full DISGEO calculations. This becomes in-
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creasingly obvious as the size of the system is increased. Thus, for proteins the size of crambin (46
residues), there is no significant difference in CPU
times between both methods (-45 min per structure on a Vax 8550). For proteins the size of GH5
(79 residues), however, the hybrid approach is
faster by a factor of 2 (viz. 6 h for phases 3,4 of
DISGEO vs 3 h for the hybrid method on a Vax
8550). Additionally, the quality of the final SA
structures does not depend on the quality of the
substructures, once the correct fold is obtained.
Thus, two of the substructures calculated for
crambin contained distances inconsistent with the
full input distance data and aborted during phase
3 of the DISGEO calculations. The final (SA)
structures obtained from these same substructures,
however, were of the same quality as the others. In
our experience, the chances of obtaining inconsistent distances in the substructures increase with the
size of the protein.
4. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

The
hybrid
distance
geometry-dynamical
simulated annealing approach presented here combines computational
speed with a reduced
dependence on the quality of the substructures and
an improved quality of the final structures. This
enables one to calculate a large number of structures in a reasonable time frame (e.g. 32 h on a
Vax 8550 for 10 structures in the case of the
79-residue GH5), thereby permitting one to sample
efficiently the conformational
space consistent
with the experimental data and to obtain higher
quality average structures (i.e. lower coordinate
standard errors). The latter is important as calculations with model data on crambin (this paper and
[8,33]), as well as with experimental data on potato
carboxypeptidase inhibitor [22] and barley serine
proteinase inhibitor 2 [34], indicate that the atomic
RMS difference between the average structure and
the X-ray structure becomes smaller as the number
of calculated structures as well as their quality is
increased.
The structures presented here are not refined by
energy minimization
or restrained molecular
dynamics. This could of course be carried out. In
addition, we note that further information can
easily be included in the annealing phase. This is
the subject of ongoing research. Examples are the
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inclusion of additional backbone torsion angle
restraints deduced either from the pattern of
C%(r)-NH(i + 1)
and
NH(i)-NH(i + l),
@I-I(i)-NH(i+ 1) NOES as proposed by Sherman
et al. [35] or from a data bank search with shortrange NOES [36].
As the initial bound smoothing is carried out
with all atoms, the hybrid approach still has the
large memory requirements of a metric matrix
distance geometry algorithm.
This, however,
should not present a real problem with modern
computers. Further, as the accuracy required in the
substructure generating phase is not very stringent,
the memory requirements can be reduced by including fewer atoms in the residue library used to
generate the substructures.
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